INNOVATION AWARD
Radio Verulam #SidewithStAlbans Campaign – Daily Updates on Social Media
during Lockdown – Callum Marius and Ren Behan
As the Lockdown began on 17 March 2020 Radio Verulam’s Social Media team led
by Callum Marius and Ren Behan brainstormed ideas to help keep our community
informed about what was happening locally using our Social Media (Facebook,
Twitter & Instagram) which had then a significant total following locally.
The outcome was to launch the #SidewithStAlbans campaign across all our Social
Media outlets including a Daily Update digest of news, information and advice. The
information was also quoted and the Update promoted on air to reinforce it and
Radio Verulam’s position in the local community. Our aim was both to promote our
position as being in the heart of our local community and to expand our total social
media presence by providing an essential and trusted local media source.
This daily information included some national but mainly local information and
advice such as messages from local healthcare providers including our three local
hospitals, GP practices and pharmacists plus from many local charities, businesses
and individuals. We also showed photos of our presenters broadcasting from home
in order to show unity with others staying at home and to help keep the momentum
and local news/info going. People used the hashtag in order to keep us informed of
local changes, too, like restaurants offering deliveries and take aways and other
businesses re-opening safely.
This campaign around a strong hashtag-defined Social Media Daily Update was a
truly innovative idea in the local area. It caught on immediately and was extensively
Re-Tweeted and reused across Social Media outlets. The measured impact of
providing a Daily Update of truly local information on Social Media was significant.
After analysing our performance on some social media analytics software, we found
the hashtag was used over 350 times publicly (plus it was used over 250 times
privately on Instagram in addition), and, over the three month period to 14 June
when the campaign was ended, it had a social reach (the number of profiles who
potentially saw it) of 1.79 million and 97% positive mentions This significantly
boosted our voice in the local community and uplifted it at a difficult time. Some of
our news posts had an engagement rate of 25% (meaning 1 in 4 people who saw it
reacted to it). Our social handles gained hundreds of extra followers and our
Instagram following rose a significant 16.89% putting Radio Verulam at the forefront
of social media conversation in the community.
Another key success factor was the linking of this Social Media campaign with our
on air output to emphasise our commitment to the local community in and around
St Albans. There were no other such linkages in the local area so we stood out and
were strongly recognised as being the champion of the local community that we
wish to be.

Our new higher profile locally gave us confidence to create and run several fundraising initiatives for local charities as well as for ourselves. These included two
online quizzes, one for Alban Day (commemorating St Alban, the first British
Christian martyr so a significant local day) and Father’s Day as well as another
innovation, the Hertfordshire e-Flower Show. This was because we realised that
many local residents were missing the usual opportunities to display their flowers
and vegetables in the many local shows. So we created an online version with
various categories and prizes plus celebrity judges and a local head judge who has
been a Gold winner at the Chelsea Flower Show. The results were broadcast on
Radio Verulam as well as in a 40 minute video on our YouTube channel. These
fund-raising events were heavily promoted on our Social Media and on air and
raised nearly £3,000 for charities including a local hospice and head injury charity.
We have now continued to provide a “HeadsUp” daily e-newsletter building on the
success of the #SidewithStAlbans campaign. We are continuing to get significant
feedback, information and support from local charities and organisations plus from
local businesses, some of whom continued to advertise with us even when they
were closed. Also, to our surprise, we have attracted several brand new advertisers
in the past few weeks who were impressed by our services during the Lockdown.
To take a look at an example of the #SideWithStAlbans activity, search for the
hashtag on Twitter or Facebook or take a look at our Instagram highlight here.

